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Abstract. The development of next generation Future Internet systems must be
capable to address complexity, heterogeneity, interdependency and, especially,
evolution of loosely connected networked systems. The European project CON-
NECT addresses the challenging and ambitious topic of ensuring eternally func-
tioning distributed and heterogeneous systems through on-the-fly synthesis of
the CONNECTors through which they communicate. In this paper we focus on
the CONNECT enablers that dynamically derive such connectors ensuring the
required non-functional requirements via a framework to analyse and assess de-
pendability and performance properties. We illustrate the adaptive approach un-
der development integrating synthesis of CONNECTors, stochastic model-based
analysis performed at design time and run-time monitoring. The proposed frame-
work is illustrated on a case study.

1 Introduction

We live in the Future Internet (FI) era, which is characterized by unprecedented levels
of connectivity and evolution. Software systems are increasingly pervasive, dynamic
and heterogeneous, and many -even critical- aspects of modern society rely on their
continuous availability and seamless interoperability. Ensuring the successful dynamic
composition among heterogenous, independently developed Networked Systems (NSs)
raises the need of novel computing paradigms, such as the revolutionary approach to on-
the-fly connection pursued within the European FP7 Future and Emerging Technology
Project CONNECT.

CONNECT follows the ambitious goal of enabling seamless and dependable interop-
erability among NSs in spite of technology diversity and evolution. The key idea is to
compose systems by generating on-the-fly the interoperability solution necessary to as-
sure the connection among the heterogenous NSs both at application and at middleware
level. The synthesized solution is called a CONNECTor or also mediating connector or
mediator for short; the system obtained from the composition of the NSs through the
CONNECTor is said the CONNECTed System.

Automatically synthesized CONNECTors are concrete emergent entities that medi-
ate the NSs discrepancies, i.e., they translate and coordinate mismatching interaction
protocols, actions, and/or data models, allowing applications to interact effectively.
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A synthesized CONNECTor, if it exists, provides by construction a correct solution to
functional interoperability among the NSs.

This is however not sufficient: effective interoperability also requires that such
on-the-fly CONNECTed systems provide the required non-functional properties and
continue to do so even in presence of evolution. The CONNECTors are not a priori guar-
anteed to provide the desired non-functional properties for the CONNECTed system,
thus a suitable and adaptive assessment framework is required. In this paper, we focus
on the problem of ensuring the non-functional properties for CONNECTed systems.

Concerning dependability and performance properties, several challenges arise. Off-
line, or pre-deployment, assessment can help to take appropriate design decisions by
providing a priori feedback about how the system is expected to operate. Nevertheless,
the unavoidable high chance of inaccurate/unknown model parameters might result in
inadequate analysis results. Moreover, the many possible variations occurring during
the system lifetime would require to foresee and analyze all the possible scenarios
which could take place at run-time (e.g., to be stored in a look-up table from which
to retrieve the correct analysis upon a scenario’s occurrence). On the other hand, resort-
ing to processing the measurements collected in real operation at a later stage, e.g. in
periodic reviews, may be inadequate, since by the time the observations are processed
the operational environment may have changed. Furthermore, in the CONNECT context
the above problems are exacerbated because, as said, components are dynamically as-
sembled to satisfy an emergent user goal. In this scenario the only part of the system
under control is the synthesized CONNECTor, whereas for the NSs only declarative or
learned on-the-fly knowledge can be assumed.

To contribute to overcome the above issues, we have developed an approach which
tries to combine the benefits of both pre-deployment and processing of data obtained
from real executions. The proposed assessment framework combines stochastic model-
based analysis [1] with continuous on-line assessment of non-functional properties
through a lightweight flexible monitoring infrastructure, and applies such approach to
the on-the-fly CONNECT system into a continuous loop.

In the following we initially provide the context for our approach by introducing
the CONNECT architecture (Section 2). Then we introduce the case study that is used to
demonstrate the applicability of the integrated analysis framework (Section 3). Mediator
synthesis (Section 4), pre-deployment analysis (Section 5) and the run-time monitor
(Section 6) are briefly presented, and hence their synergic usage (Section 7), through
which adaptive assessment is pursued. Finally we overview related work (Section 8)
and draw conclusions (Section 9).

2 The CONNECT Project

Our research is carried out in the context of the FP7 “ICT forever yours” European
Project CONNECT1, belonging to the Future and Emerging Technologies track. As said
in the introduction, the ambition of the project is to have eternally functioning systems
within a dynamically evolving context.

1 http://connect-forever.eu
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In Figure 1 we provide an overview of the CONNECT vision and architecture. In brief,
the NSs manifest the intention to connect to other NSs. The Enablers are networked
entities that incorporate all the intelligence and logic offered by CONNECT for enabling
the required connection. We show in schematic form the enablers which are currently
part of the CONNECT enabling architecture:

Discovery Enabler: discovers the NSs, catches their requests for communication and
initiates the CONNECT process. We tend to make the minimum possible assump-
tions on the information (called the affordance) that NSs must provide;

Learning Enabler: we use active learning algorithms to dynamically determine the in-
teraction behaviour of a NS and produce a model in the form of a labeled transition
system (LTS);

Synthesis Enabler: from the models of the two NSs, this enabler synthesizes a me-
diator component through automated behavioural matching. More details on this
enabler are given in Section 4;

Deployment Enabler: deploys and manages the synthesized CONNECTors;
Monitor Enabler: collects raw information about the CONNECTors behaviour, filters

and passes them to the enablers who requested them. The CONNECT monitoring
infrastructure is further described in Section 6;

DEPER Enabler: this is the enabler assessing dependability and performance proper-
ties and is described in detail in Section 5;

Security and Trust Enabler: collaborates with the synthesis enabler to satisfy possi-
ble security and trust requirements. It also continuously determines if the require-
ments are maintained at run-time, by receiving monitoring data from the monitoring
enabler. For reasons of space, we do not deal with this enabler in this paper.

All communication among the enablers and with the CONNECTors happens through a
message bus, which is currently implemented by a simple message-based communica-
tion model (as for instance the Java Messaging Service (JMS)).

In this paper we provide a snapshot of the functioning of CONNECT over the case
study introduced in the following section. For space limitation, we focus on the interac-
tion among Synthesis, Dependability&Performance and Monitor, which are highlighted
by tick borders in Figure 1. We show first how a dependable CONNECTor is deployed
(pre-deployment analysis), and then how, via the feedback obtained through run-time
monitoring of the CONNECTor behaviour, CONNECTor adaptation is triggered and man-
aged. In particular, we devise a process for the CONNECTor creation that is supported
by powerful infrastructures made available by CONNECT itself. Once the Discovery En-
abler discovers new devices, the CONNECT supporting infrastructure starts the compu-
tation of a CONNECTor on the fly –if possible. Then, when the intent to communicate is
manifested, the CONNECTor -if it exists- is partially computed and is hence concretized.
Note that the CONNECTor could not exist because NSs are not compatible and then do
not have a way to communicate.

3 Case Study

In this section, we present our running example for presenting how synthesis, analysis
and monitoring work in integrated way.
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Fig. 1. The CONNECT architecture

3.1 Terrorist Alert Scenario

We consider the CONNECT Terrorist Alert scenario [2], depicting the critical situation
that during a show in the stadium, the stadium control center spots one suspect terror-
ist moving around. This emergency situation makes it necessary to exchange informa-
tion between policemen and security guards patrolling the surroundings of the stadium
equipped with heterogeneous applications.

Each policeman can exchange confidential data with other policemen with a Secured-
FileSharing application. Security guards, on the other hand, exchange information by
using another application, denominated EmergencyCall. The two applications have the
same aim (i.e., enable information exchange), but use different protocols as we describe
in the following.

SecuredFileSharing

– The peer that initiates the communication denominated coordinator (the Police-
men of our example) sends a broadcast message (selectArea) to selected peers
operating in a specified area of interest (the Police control center of our example).

– The selected peers reply with an areaSelected message.
– The coordinator sends an uploadData message to transmit confidential data to

the selected peers.
– Each selected peer automatically notifies the coordinator with an uploadSuccess

message when the data have been successfully received or the coordinator can re-
ceive an exception.

An example of message flow between a coordinator, i.e., a Policeman, and a Police
control center is depicted in Figure 2(a) while the application behaviour of another
Policeman is shown in Figure 3. It is worth to notice that, for readability, in the figure
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(a) SecuredFileSharing Application (b) EmergencyCall Application

Fig. 2. Sequence Diagrams of the applications

Fig. 3. LTS of the Policeman application

the LTS of the Policeman describes the sending of the broadcast alert to two selected
peers while in the experiments we conducted, we used 11 selected peers.

The affordance of the Policeman application includes also the following non-func-
tional requirement: she/he should receive the 65% of acknowledgements for the alerts
sent within 30 time units, otherwise a failure is reported.

EmergencyCall

– The Guards Control Center sends an eReq message to the Commanders of the
Patrolling Groups operating in a given area of interest.

– The Commanders reply with an eResp message.
– The Guards Control Center sends an emergencyAlert message to all Guards

of the patrolling groups; the message reports the alert details.
– Each Guard’s device automatically notifies the Guards Control Center with an
eACK message when the data has been successfully received.

The message flow among the Guard control Center, the Commander and the Other
Guards is depicted in Figure 2(b). Figure 4(a) shows the LTS of the Commander, and
the LTS of the Other Guards is shown in Figure 4(b).
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(a) Commander. (b) Other guards.

Fig. 4. LTSs of the EmergencyCall application

3.2 CONNECT in the Case Study

With reference to CONNECT architecture (see Figure 1), the two NSs which need to
communicate but are not a priori compatible, are the devices implementing the de-
scribed applications SecuredFileSharing and EmergencyCall. Hence, to allow a Police-
man and the Guards, operating in the zone where the suspect terrorist has escaped,
to communicate, CONNECT proposes to automatically synthesize on-the-fly a CON-
NECTor that can mediate between the two different communication protocols. Such
CONNECTor should be able to support the exchange of information, while also fulfill-
ing possible non-functional requirements.

4 Automated Mediator Synthesis

Our focus is on the interoperability between heterogeneous protocols. By interoper-
ability we mean the ability of protocols to correctly communicate and coordinate i.e.,
to correctly synchronize. In other words, two systems successfully interoperate if they
correctly exchange compatible conversations or compatible traces. By heterogeneous
protocols we mean that, although in principle they could interact since they have com-
patible (i.e., complementary) functionalities, protocols can be characterized by discrep-
ancies that may undermine their ability to seamlessly interoperate (i.e., communicate
and coordinate). Discrepancies include incompatible interaction protocols and/or differ-
ent interfaces meaning different actions and/or data models. Examples of heterogeneous
application protocols are the Policeman and Commander of the Patrolling Group of the
case study.
In order to enable interoperability among heterogeneous protocols, we devised a theory
for the automated synthesis of CONNECTors [3, 4], also called mediating connectors or
mediators for short. Figure 5 provides an overview of our methodology.

Our approach takes as input the descriptions of two NSs and in particular their be-
havioral protocols, described as Labeled Transition Systems (LTSs), together with their
ontological information conceptualizing their actions through an application domain
ontology. By referring to the case study, the synthesis takes as input the LTS of the Po-
liceman, the LTS of a Commander of the Patrolling Group and of its Guards and their
ontologies and follows a process made up by three phases or steps as described in the
following.
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Fig. 5. An overview of the mediator synthesis approach

Fig. 6. Domain Ontology (upper case elements) where the ontologies of both protocols have
been mapped (Dots and dashes boxes - Ontology of the Guards Control Center; dashed boxes -
Ontology of the Policeman)

1. Abstraction that makes models comparable and, if possible, reduces their size mak-
ing it easier and faster to reason on them. Reasoning on ontologies, a common
language for both protocols is identified on the domain ontology and used to re-
label them. The common language of our case study is illustrated by the elements
with upper case names in Figure 6.

2. Matching that checks the NSs compatibility identifying possible mismatches. Com-
patible protocols can potentially interoperate despite they show some differences.
That is, communication and coordination between such protocols is possible in
principle since they are semantically equivalent and complementary, but cannot
be achieved seamlessly because of heterogeneity: mismatches and/or third parties
conversations. Examples of mismatches are: protocol languages have (i) different
granularity, or (ii) different alphabets; protocols behavior have different sequences
of actions with data (i.e., traces) because of (a.1) the order in which actions and data
are performed by a protocol is different from the order in which the other protocol
performs the complementary actions with data. Protocols behavior may have dif-
ferent sequences of actions also because of (a.2) interleaved actions related to third
parties conversations i.e., with other systems, the environment. In some cases, as
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Fig. 7. Synthesised CONNECTor for the case study

for example (i), (ii) and (a.1), it is necessary to properly perform a manipulation of
the two languages. In the case (a.2) it is necessary to abstract the third parties con-
versations that are not relevant to the communication. Referring to the case study,
the heterogeneities we identify are what we call signature mismatches [5, 6], i.e.,
the two protocols use different names for semantically equivalent concepts.
Synchronization between protocols, thus, can be achieved under mediation i.e.,
through a mediator that while managing such mismatches, allows protocols to ef-
fectively exchange compatible traces (sequences of actions).

3. Mapping or Synthesis that produces a mediator that mediates the found mismatches
so enabling the NSs to communicate. Figure 7 illustrates the synthesized CON-
NECTor between the Policeman and the Commander of the Patrolling Group appli-
cations of our case study.

– The selectArea message of the Policeman is translated into an eReq mes-
sage directed to the Commander of the Patrolling Group operating in the area
of interest.

– The eRespmessage of the Commander is translated into an areaSelected
message for the Policeman.

– The uploadData message of the Policeman is translated into a multicast
emergencyAlert message to all the Guards (Commander included).

– EacheACKmessage automatically sent by the Guards’ devices that correctly re-
ceive the emergencyAlertmessage are translated into a uploadSuccess
message for the Policeman.

Note that still for figure readability, the illustrated CONNECTor is between one Police-
man, a Commander of the Patrolling Group and one Guard.

A mediator is then a protocol that allows communication and coordination among
compatible protocols by mediating their differences. It serves as the locus where
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Fig. 8. Architecture of the Dependability&Performance (DEPER) Enabler

semantically equivalent and complementary actions are correctly synchronized thus
enabling (a mediated) interoperability among protocols.

In summary, by reasoning about the protocols discrepancies, our theory automati-
cally identifies and synthesizes an emerging mediator that solves them thus allowing
protocols to interoperate. Automatically synthesized CONNECTors are concrete emer-
gent entities that translate and coordinate mismatching interaction protocols, actions,
and/or data models, letting applications interact effectively

5 Pre-deployment Analysis to Support CONNECTor Synthesis

Pre-deployment assessment is a crucial activity to drive the system design towards a
realization compliant with the required quality levels. In fact, it allows for early de-
tection of design deficiencies, so as to promptly take the appropriate recovery actions,
thus significantly saving in money and time with respect to discovering such problems
at later stages. As briefly outlined in the Introduction, the pre-deployment assessment
in CONNECT is performed by the Dependability and Performance enabler, introduced
in Figure 1 and shortly referred to as DEPER, which exploits State-Based Stochastic
modelling and analysis, embedded in an automated process. Figure 8 illustrates the
architecture of DEPER that, together with the prototype implementation based on the
Möbius evaluation framework, is documented in [7, 8].

Very briefly, the activities of modules Builder, Analyser and Evaluator, triggered
in sequence, perform the cycle of the pre-deployment analysis: from the specification
of the CONNECTed system (both functional and non-functional) and of the metrics to
be analysed, to checking whether the analysis results match with the metrics level, as
requested by the NSs.

Evaluator informs Synthesis about the outcome of the check. In case of mismatch,
it may receive back a request to evaluate if enhancements can be applied to improve
the dependability or performance level of the CONNECTed system, thus calling the
intervention of the Enhancer module. In the other case, the CONNECTor’s design is
considered satisfactory and ready to be deployed, thus terminating the pre-deployment
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analysis phase. However, because of possible inaccuracy of model parameters due to
potential sources of uncertainty dictated by the dynamic and evolving context, Evaluator
also instructs the Updater module about the events to be observed on-line by the Monitor
enabler.

The attempts to improve dependability and performance of the CONNECTor consist
in extending the model with a dependability mechanism, selected from a library of
already defined ones (see [9]), until either a successful mechanism is found, or all the
mechanisms are exhausted.

The Updater module provides adaptation of the off-line analysis performed at pre-
deployment time to cope with changes in, or inaccurate estimates of, model parame-
ters, through interactions with the Monitor enabler (e.g., because of limited knowledge
of the NSs characteristics acquired by Learning/Discovery enablers). It receives from
Monitor a continuous flow of data for the parameters under monitoring relative to the
different executions of the CONNECTor. Accumulated data are processed through sta-
tistical inference techniques. If, for a given parameter, the statistical inference indicates
a discrepancy between the on-line observed behaviour and the off-line estimated value
used in the model resulting into a significant deviation of the performed analysis, a new
analysis is triggered.

5.1 Pre-deployment Analysis in the Terrorist Alert Scenario

Taking as a reference the above described scenario, we focus in the following on the
basic interactions between Synthesis and DEPER enablers, performed to exchange re-
quests for dependability analysis of a pre-deployed CONNECTor.

The interaction starts when Synthesis sends a JMS message to DEPER. The message
contains the specification of the LTSs of the CONNECTor and of the NSs involved.

Figure 9 depicts the dependability and performance model of the synthesized CON-
NECTor built by DEPER at design time, using the SAN formalism [10]. The model is
obtained through automatic transformation from the LTS specification of the NSs, that
is the SecuredFileSharing and EmergencyCall in the considered scenario. The measure
assessed in the evaluation is the coverage. Coverage represents a dependability indica-
tor and is given by the percentage of responses the control center receives back from
the guards within a certain time T .

Once the message has been received and the SAN models have been built, DEPER

starts the coverage analysis through the Möbius tool [11]. The performed analysis is
shown in Figure 12 of Section 7 and allows to state that the CONNECTor fully satisfies
the coverage requirement with a Timeout greater than 2 time units. Hence, a response
is sent, through a JMS message, from DEPER to Synthesis to communicate that the
CONNECTor can be dependably deployed.

After the deployment of the CONNECTor a sensitivity analysis from DEPER on the
impact of model parameters on the assessment of the selected measure revealed that crit-
ical parameters to keep under observation on-line via the Monitor enabler, for the cover-
age measure, are occurrences of transitions eACK. Refining the pre-analysis knowledge
on the values assumed for such parameters by real observations constitutes a fundamen-
tal step in enhancing the accuracy of the analysis results. In fact, should the initial fore-
cast for these parameters deviate from what is evidenced through repeated executions,
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Fig. 9. SAN model of the CONNECTor

Fig. 10. GLIMPSE architecture

a new analysis round needs to be triggered to understand whether the dependability and
performance requirements are still met by the CONNECTed system.

6 Events Observation through Monitoring

Timely and effective run-time adaptation can only be ensured by continuously observ-
ing the interactions among the NSs. To this purpose, in CONNECT we have devel-
oped a modular, flexible and lightweight monitoring infrastructure, called GLIMPSE2.
GLIMPSE infrastructure, shown in Figure 10, is totally generic and can be easily ap-
plied to different contexts. To provide a better communication decoupling, we adopted
a publish-subscribe communication paradigm.

2 GLIMPSE is an acronym for Generic fLexIble Monitoring based on a Publish-Subscribe in-
frastructurE.
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The lowest level of the monitoring is represented by the probe deployed into the
CONNECTor; this probe monitors the messages exchanged among the NSs involved
into the communication, possibly applying a local filter in order to decrease the amount
of messages sent on the CONNECT bus. Note that such probes are non intrusive data
collectors (proxies), i.e., they have no effect on the order and timing of events in the
application and do not generate overhead on the communication or on the interacting
services.

The second layer of the monitoring infrastructure is represented by the information
consumers, the entities interested to obtain the evaluation of a non-functional property
or interested to receive notification of occurrences of events/exceptions that may occurs
into the CONNECTor.

The gathered information is provided in form of events. An event is an atomic de-
scription, a smaller part of a larger and more complex process at application level. In
CONNECT, an event represents a method invocation on a remote web service: the invo-
cation, coming from the producer to the consumer, is captured when it comes through
the CONNECTor, encapsulated into a specific object, and sent through the CONNECT

bus. A Complex Event Processor (CEP) analyzes the atomic events to infer complex
events matching the consumer requests, by a rule engine. In the current GLIMPSE im-
plementation, we adopt the Drools Fusion rule language [12] that is open source and
can be fully embedded in the realized Java architecture.

Finally, the Manager module is in charge to manage all the communication between
the consumers and the CEP.

7 Continuous Run-Time Adaptation

After having performed the pre-deployment analysis phase and the deployment of the
CONNECTor, we focus here on its adaptive assessment via the interaction among Syn-
thesis, DEPER and the Monitor enabler. Basically, the dynamicity and evolution of the
targeted environment lead to potential sources of uncertainty, which undermine the ac-
curacy of the off-line analysis. To cope with this issue, run-time monitoring is exploited
to re-calibrate and enhance the dependability and performance prediction along time.
As already pointed out in Section 5, the continuous run-time adaptation of the pre-
deployment performed analysis is in charge to the Updater module.

DEPER and Monitor interact by using a Publish/Subscribe protocol. The interaction
starts when DEPER sends a JMS message whose payload contains an XML object rule
generated using ComplexEventRule classes [7].

Once the CONNECTor is deployed, data (events) derived from real executions are
sent by the probe to the CONNECT bus. The Monitor enabler gathers those events and
using the CEP component, tries to infer one or more of the patterns to which the DEPER

enabler is subscribed.
Upon occurrence of a relevant event the DEPER enabler is notified: the latter, in

turn, performs a statistical analysis of the monitored observations and uses such infor-
mation to check the accuracy of the model analysed before deployment. If the model
parameters are found to be inaccurate, DEPER updates the model with the new values,
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and performs a new analysis. If the new analysis evidences that the deployed CON-
NECTor needs adjustments, a new synthesis-analysis cycle starts.

As an example, we consider the steps to refine the accuracy of the failure probability
of the communication channel between the EmergencyCall application and the CON-
NECTor. We accumulated data generated from several executions of the CONNECTor,
in scenario’s configurations with a fixed number of 11 guards, which allowed to refine
the value of the failure probability from 0.02, assumed during pre-deployment depend-
ability analysis, to 0.1.

Upon updating the parameter, a new dependability analysis is performed in order
to verify if the updated CONNECTor still satisfies the requirement. Unfortunately, the
analysis shows that coverage measure does not meet the requirement. The CONNECTor
needs to be enhanced. Based on the library of dependability mechanism [9], the retry
mechanism has been automatically selected and implemented in the already developed
CONNECTor model, in order to enhance the CONNECTed system and satisfy the re-
quirement.

The retry mechanism consists in re-sending messages that get corrupted or lost
during communications, e.g., due to transient failures of communication links. This
mechanism is widely adopted in communication protocols, such as TCP/IP for enabling
reliable communication over unreliable channels. A typical implementation of the retry
mechanism uses time-outs and acknowledgements: after transmitting a message, the
sender waits for a message of the receiver that acknowledges successful communica-
tion. If the acknowledgement is not received within a certain time interval, the sender
assumes that the communication was not successful, and re-transmits the message.

The SAN model of the retry mechanism is shown in Figure 11. On the sender side,
the mechanism creates a message re-transmission policy for re-sending the message at
most N = 3 times; on the receiver side, the mechanism creates a policy for avoid-
ing duplicated reception of messages and for sending acknowledgements. The sender
stops re-transmitting the message as soon as it gets an acknowledgement that the mes-
sage has been successfully received, or after N attempts. A detailed description of the
mechanism model can be found in [9].

Figure 12 shows the trend of the coverage (on the y axis) at increasing values of
Timeout (on the x axis). Also, the threshold coverage line as specified in the require-
ment (set to the value 0.65) is reported. The figure includes three plots, corresponding
to: (i) the results of the pre-deployment analysis; (ii) the results of the analysis after
the parameters influencing coverage have been updated with actual values from the
run-time observations; and (iii) the results of the analysis after both the parameters in-
fluencing coverage have been updated and a retry mechanism have been implemented
to enhance the CONNECTed system. It is worth noting that coverage value obtained
through the pre-deployment analysis is fully satisfying the requirement with timeout
value greater than 3 (time units). While the coverage value after updating the failure
probability parameter never satisfies the requirement, although the value of timeout in-
creases, which means that the estimation of coverage at pre-deployment time was too
optimistic. Finally, we note that the analysis performed considering the actual value of
failure probability and including the enhanced mechanism provides results on coverage
that satisfies the coverage requirement.
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Fig. 11. Retry mechanism

Fig. 12. Trend of Coverage as a function of Timeout

The CONNECTor needs to be enhanced; therefore DEPER informs the Synthesis en-
abler about the analysis results and appropriate actions are taken by Synthesis (typically,
a new CONNECTor is synthesised).

8 Related Work

The automated synthesis of application-layer CONNECTors relates to a wide number of
works in the literature within different research areas.

The Ubiquitous Computing (UbiComp) proposed by Weiser [13] has a key principle
that is to make the computer able to vanish in the background to increase their use
making it in an efficient and invisible manner to users. Our CONNECTors fit perfectly
the ubiquitous vision where each NS maintains its own characteristics, being able to
communicate and cooperate with the others without having any prior knowledge of
them thanks to the support provided by the mediators that masks divergencies making
them appear homogeneous.

Interoperability and mediation have been investigated in several contexts, among
which protocol conversion [14–16], integration of heterogeneous data sources [17],
software architecture [18], architectural patterns [19], design patterns [20], patterns of
connectors [21, 22], Web services [23–27], and algebra to solve mismatches [28] to
mention a few.
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A lot of work has also been devoted to connectors like for example [29–33] to men-
tion few. A work strictly related to the mediators is the seminal work by Yellin and
Strom [34]. With respect to our synthesis approach, this work prevents to deal with or-
dering mismatches and different granularity of the languages (see [5, 6] for a detailed
mismatches description). Other works related to our but posing the focus on different
problems are [35] and [36].

Stochastic model-based approaches for quantitative analysis of non-functional prop-
erties have been largely developed along the last decades and documented in a huge
literary production on this topic. The already cited papers [1, 37] provide a survey of
the most popular ones. The choice of the most appropriate type of model to employ
depends upon the complexity of the system under analysis, the specific aspects to be
studied, the attributes to be evaluated, the accuracy required, and the resources avail-
able for the study. The prototype implementation of our DEPER enabler is based on
Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) [10], a variant of the Stochastic Petri Nets class.

With regard to monitoring, various approaches have been recently proposed. Simi-
larly to GLIMPSE, also [38] presents an extended event-based middleware with com-
plex event processing capabilities on distributed systems, adopting a publish/subscribe
infrastructure, but it is mainly focused on the definition of a complex-event specifica-
tion language. The aim of GLIMPSE is to give a more general and flexible monitoring
infrastructure for achieving a better interpretability with many possible heterogeneous
systems. Another monitoring architecture for distributed systems management is pre-
sented in [39]. Differently from GLIMPSE, this architecture employs a hierarchical and
layered event filtering approach. The goal of the authors is to improve monitoring scal-
ability and performance for large-scale distributed systems, minimizing the monitoring
intrusiveness.

A prominent part of our framework is in the combined usage of pre-deployment
model-based analysis and run-time observations via monitoring. Preliminary studies
that attempt combining off-line with on-line analysis have already appeared in the lit-
erature. A major area on which such approaches have been based is that of autonomic
computing. Among such studies, in [40], an approach is proposed for autonomic sys-
tems, which combines analytic availability models and monitoring. The analytic model
provides the behavioural abstraction of components/subsystems and of their intercon-
nections and dependencies, while statistical inference is applied on the data from real
time monitoring of those components and subsystems, to assess parameter values of
the system availability model. In [41], an approach is proposed to carry out run-time
reliability estimation, based on a preliminary modelling phase followed by a refine-
ment phase, where real operational data are used to overcome potential errors due to
model simplifications. Our approach aims at proposing a general and powerful evalua-
tion framework, tailored to a variety of dependability and performance metrics, to meet
a wide spectrum of system requirements and adaptation needs.

9 Conclusions

We have introduced the ambitious vision of the CONNECT project for an eternally and
dependably CONNECTed world. Of the complex CONNECT architecture under devel-
opment, we have focused here on the Synthesis enabler, which derives on-the-fly a
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mediator enabling the functional interoperation among heterogenous NSs; the Depend-
ability&Performance enabler, which applies Stochastic model-based analysis for
assessing the desired non-functional properties; and the Monitor, which observes the
run-time CONNECTor behaviour. We have discussed on a case study their integrated
usage to allow for adaptive analysis accounting for possible inaccurate information or
potential evolution of the involved NSs. We refer to a library of adaptation patterns that
DEPER suggests to Synthesis to enhance the CONNECTor and make it compliant with
the expected non-functional properties. At present, Synthesis uses such suggestion to
synthesize a new CONNECTor that can satisfy the non-functional requirements. In fu-
ture, we will investigate approaches for on-the-fly adaptation of the CONNECTor, where
possible.

For reasons of space, we could not cover other important enablers in the CONNECT

architecture. Further information can be obtained from the project web site.
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